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GIVING MEANING

Giving meaning

While all businesses have been affected,
each has been hit by the triple shock of
the health, economic and social crisis
of the last few months in their own way,
depending on the nature of their activities,
their own specific culture and how their way
of working is organised, among other factors.
Within each business, the effects are in some cases
contrasting. This is the case for our Group, for which the
crisis has caused difficulties particularly in Travel Retail,
which has been hard hit by the decline in air transport, as
well as being a source of satisfaction by demonstrating
the resilience of our publishing activities and the
impressive ability of all our employees to adapt to the
new restrictions resulting from the crisis.
Placing people at the heart of our strategy: rarely has
this main priority of our CSR policy meant as much as
it has this year. This has entailed first of all ensuring
the health and safety of all our employees all over the
world, and then organising, as far as possible and in
accordance with the applicable rules in the countries
in which we operate, the implementation of employee
support measures such as furlough schemes or the
equivalent. We have also provided support by means of
a “Covid solidarity fund”, which I set up in April 2020 for
employees most severely affected by the crisis. It also
means keeping ties with our employees through regular
communication, as our LL Network has done during the
lockdowns in order to counter isolation and maintain
a sense of togetherness, even if virtually. And making
progress in terms of diversity – which is at the heart of
various programmes within our activities – even during
the crisis.

Our second commitment of limiting the environmental
impact of our products and services could also be one
of the factors driving a rebound in our activities, as it
responds more than ever to the demands of all our
target groups and partners, be they readers, internet
users, licensors or travellers. The expectations expressed
by everyone of a more sustainable society, the promise
of more environmentally responsible consumption
and the growing threat of climate disaster are all signs
emanating from our stakeholders, who already serve as
a point of reference for our activities as they undergo
transformation.
Lastly, sharing our social and cultural diversity with
as many people as possible – the third main priority
of our CSR policy – has been clearly and effectively
demonstrated during what has been a difficult time
for everyone. In addition to the satisfaction of the
excellent results of our publishing activities, I have been
particularly pleased that our Group has enabled millions
of our citizens to better understand our changing world,
or even to find a way of escaping it, thanks to books.
Arnaud Lagardère
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GROUP PROFILE

GROUP PROFILE
Workforce by geographic area
at 31 December 2020
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4
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1 . FRANCE
Lagardère Publishing
2,512
Lagardère Travel Retail 4,221
Other Activities
1,179

Total

5

7 912

2 . EUROPE
(EXCLUDING FRANCE)
Lagardère Publishing 2,578
Lagardère Travel Retail 5,818
Other Activities 
47

Total8,443

3.A
 MERICAS

4 . ASIA-PACIFIC

5 . AFRICA

Lagardère Publishing
1,646
Lagardère Travel Retail 7,061

Lagardère Publishing
143
Lagardère Travel Retail 2,160

Lagardère Publishing
75
Lagardère Travel Retail 95

Total8,707

Total2,303

Total170

Created in 1992, Lagardère is an international group
with operations in more than 40 countries worldwide.
It employs some 28,000 people and generated revenue
of €4,439 million in 2020.
Since 2018, under the impetus of the Group’s General
and Managing Partner, Arnaud Lagardère, the Group
has undergone a strategic refocusing around
two priority divisions.
Lagardère Publishing is the world’s third-largest book
publisher for the general public and educational markets,
and the leader in France. Alongside 6,954 employees, it
creates 16,000 original publications each year as well as
contributing to their broader circulation by innovating
with digital and mobile reading formats. Lagardère
Publishing’s activities also extend to adjacent businesses
such as mobile games and board games.
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Lagardère Travel Retail is the world’s fifth largest
travel retail merchant, with operations in three business
segments: Travel Essentials, Duty Free & Fashion,
and Foodservice. Lagardère Travel Retail has
19,355 employees across an international network
of more than 4,850 points of sale in around one thousand
airports, mainline and urban train stations.
The Group’s business scope also includes Lagardère News
(Paris Match, Le Journal du Dimanche, Europe 1, RFM,
Virgin Radio and the Elle brand licence) together with
Lagardère Live Entertainment.

BUSINESS MODEL

Business model

A sustainable value creation model
INPUTS AND RESOURCES(1)
HUMAN CAPITAL

FINANCIAL CAPITAL

27,535 employees

€206 million in business
investment

51% of women executives

€1,637 million in available
liquidity

48% of managers and
executives with more than
ten years’ service

Arrangement of a €465 million
state-backed loan

ENVIRONMENTAL AND
SOCIETAL CAPITAL
244 GWh tertiary power
consumption(2)

160 kilotons of paper purchased
and supplied
16,453 audiobooks available
in the Lagardère Publishing
catalogue at year-end

BUSINESSES

Lagardère is an international group with operations in more than 40 countries worldwide.
It ranks among the world leaders in publishing (Lagardère Publishing) and travel retail
(Lagardère Travel Retail).
LAGARDÈRE PUBLISHING
Books
e-Books
Mobile Games
and Board Games

LAGARDÈRE TRAVEL RETAIL
Travel Essentials
Duty Free & Fashion
Foodservice

OTHER ACTIVITIES(3)

VALUE CREATION(1)
EMPLOYEE VALUE

FINANCIAL VALUE

5,192 permanent recruitments

€4,439 million
in revenue

211,091 training hours
Group-wide
43% of employees with
a portion of variable
remuneration
73% of workforce with
employee representation

€2,686 million in market
capitalisation

ENVIRONMENTAL
AND SOCIETAL VALUE
98% of paper purchased and
supplied certified or recycled
18.1 tCO2eq of emissions
per €m of revenue
Lagardère is a member of
the S&P Global Sustainability
Yearbook 2021

(1) Data at 31 December 2020.
(2) Oil, gas, electricity and district heating.
(3) M ainly comprising Lagardère News (Paris Match, Le Journal du Dimanche, Europe 1, Virgin Radio,
RFM and the Elle brand licence) together with Lagardère Live Entertainment.
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STRATEGY AND OBJECTIVES OF CSR POLICY

Strategy and objectives
of CSR policy
The Lagardère group’s CSR roadmap, which is adapted
to its stakeholders’ growing expectations with regard to
responsibility and increasing regulatory constraints on
a national and European level governing non-financial
information, is based on four main commitments.
Placing people at the heart of its strategy, by making
attention to its human resources a priority that goes
beyond dialogue with employee representatives, safety
and working conditions. The Lagardère group intends
to commit itself to an enhanced policy of diversity and
inclusion, and makes combating sexism in the workplace
one of the core focuses of its gender balance and
equal opportunity policy. Furthermore, its day-to-day
involvement in developing the skills of its employees
also helps to attract and retain talented staff, which
constitutes a major priority.

Limiting the environmental impact of its products and
services. In addition to common measures across all
companies to combat global warming, the Lagardère
group has made a particular commitment to responsible
management of paper associated with its publishing
operations, and of the food chain in connection with its
foodservice operations at transport hubs. Cutting back
on single-use plastic is also now a priority for its two
business divisions.
Sharing the social and cultural diversity of its activities
with as many people as possible. By means of the
content published and distributed by the Group, as well
as its various partnerships and cultural and charitable
programmes, Lagardère promotes access to education
and knowledge while also defending freedom of
expression, pluralism of ideas and cultural diversity.
Ensuring ethical and responsible governance, with the
aim of upholding compliance obligations concerning
in particular preventing corruption, duty of care and
protecting personal data.

3.00

Access to education
and culture
Personal data
protection

2.50
2.25

Stakeholder expectations

Lagardère group
materiality matrix

2.75

Ethical
sourcing

2.00

Cultural pluralism
and diversity
Attract
and retain
talent

Protecting intellectual
property

1.50

1.00

Anti-corruption
measures

Promoting health
and well-being

1.75

1.25

Diversity and gender
balance in the workplace

Limiting the energy
and carbon footprint

Responsible
supply chain

Responsible paper
management

0.75
0.50

Creating and
broadcasting
entertainment

Quality and
safety of
manufactured
and distributed
products

0.25
0.00
0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

1.25

1.50

1.75

2.00

2.25

2.50

Degree of challenge for the Group’s economic performance
Key:
Contribution to society
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Value of human capital
Environmental costs and risks

Non-compliance costs
Ethics and quality

2.75

3.00

STRATEGY AND OBJECTIVES OF CSR POLICY

JEAN‑SÉBASTIEN GUILLOU
Deputy Director of Non-Financial
Information and Environmental
Responsibility, Lagardère group

A non-financial rating to keep pace
with our progress
Since the Sustainable Development and CSR Department
was created, the Lagardère group has always taken
a serious and rigorous approach to its ESG rating
despite the reservations – particularly in terms of its
methodology – that it may have generated here and
there. We have three main objectives when we agree to
respond to external requests:
• communicating transparently about our CSR policy;
• anticipating emerging issues and trends;
• making best use of these external evaluations of our
level of maturity in order to differentiate the areas in
which we are performing well from those in which we
need to make more progress.
This constant involvement in the face of numerous and
time-consuming requests means that the Group is able
to present stable results or improvement each time it is
re-rated.

The Sustainability
Yearbook 2021
Tackling parity, plastics and petroleum
- reflecting on values, anticipating risks
and identifying opportunities

In this regard, we are particularly proud of our steady
performance in the S&P Global Corporate Sustainability
Assessment questionnaire. Following the 2020 rating, the
Lagardère group has been included in the S&P Global
Sustainability Yearbook 2021, placing it among the
leading names in the sector. This is the third consecutive
year that we have been included in the Yearbook, which
provides tangible proof of the solidity of our CSR strategy.
Competition is fierce, as the questionnaire’s more
stringent demands go hand in hand with companies’
increasing skills in these areas of ESG. This means we
have had to achieve progress in our areas of weakness,
while also continuing to perform well in our strengths in
order to be able to be included in the DJSI (Dow Jones
Sustainability Index), as well as the Yearbook.

www.lagardere.com

The Lagardère group
has been included in the

S&P Global
Sustainability
Yearbook 2021.
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THE LAGARDÈRE GROUP IN THE FACE OF THE HEALTH CRISIS

ISABELLE JUPPÉ
Corporate Social Responsibility Director,
Lagardère group

Civic responsibility highlighted
by the health crisis
Initially an unprecedented shock with considerable
consequences for the Group, over time the pandemic
has come to reveal our civic responsibility and our
shared values. Our priorities related first of all to our
employees and ensuring their safety and protection,
putting in place support measures and organising
working from home wherever possible. However,
the civic aspect of our responsibility also came to
the fore during the crisis. This is one of the lessons
learned from the LL Network’s survey of its members
on “the post-pandemic world”, launched after the first
lockdown in France.
At Hachette Livre, with the growing need for reading
during the lockdowns and the official recognition of
books as an essential item, the division has played more
of a key role than ever in access to education, freedom
of expression and promoting cultural diversity.
The results achieved at the end of 2020, attesting to the
remarkable resilience of the publishing business, also
demonstrated the central role played by reading in
ensuring a work-life balance.
At Lagardère Travel Retail, where the main priorities
were the health and safety of employees as well as
cost-cutting plans, taking account of CSR was also
regarded as an essential part of recovery.

“Over time the pandemic
has come to reveal our
social responsibility.”
Isabelle Juppé
The expectations expressed by people during the crisis
for a more environmentally responsible society have
already been addressed by the efforts made by the
division in areas such as food safety, preventing food
waste, the circular economy and short supply circuits.
Lastly, at Lagardère News, there was no respite in
performing its duty of providing information and creating
a sense of connection. The priorities of our media
publications (Paris Match, Le Journal du Dimanche,
Europe 1, Virgin Radio and RFM) were to explain the
situation to citizens and reassure them by providing
reliable information, as well as entertaining them to help
them to understand and make it through the crisis.
They also played an essential civic role from the start
of the crisis.

www.lagardere.com

En matière sociétale, par lequel de ces enjeux vous
sentez-vous le plus concerné.e ?

28%

30%

La promotion des patrimoines culturels et locaux,
l’accès à l’éducation, au divertissement, à
l’information, à la connaissance.

42%

L’engagement solidaire de l’entreprise (y compris en
accompagnement les actions solidaires des salariés)
en faveur de différentes causes.
La relation avec l’ensemble des fournisseurs, soustraitants et partenaires tout au long de la chaine de
valeur, y compris sur le sujet des droits humains.

Excerpt from the LL Network’s internal
survey of its members conducted after
the first lockdown in France in spring 2020.
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THE LAGARDÈRE GROUP IN THE FACE OF THE HEALTH CRISIS

PIERRE LEROY
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Hachette Livre

The incredible resilience of books
in the midst of the health crisis
2020 was a year of multiple overlapping crises,
such as the global pandemic, the socio-economic
crisis and increased awareness of the impact
of human activity on biodiversity.
The unprecedented health crisis prompted us to think
about our employees’ health and safety and also
forced us to take on a number of challenges relating
to our business activities.
Hachette Livre is not like other companies as its raw
materials – if we can call them that – in each country
in which it operates, are knowledge, culture, and learning.
This is both a considerable and specific responsibility,
as guardians of an unparalleled intellectual heritage
that it is our duty to protect, allow it to prosper and
offer to the world in the most accessible way possible.
And this responsibility has increased during this
unprecedented year.
With schools closing, our educational publishers
took action to ensure continuity of learning. We also
helped our customers by guaranteeing effective
dissemination and distribution services while

also continuing to innovate. Our publishers and
their authors were thus able to satisfy people’s
huge appetite for reading in 2020.
This was achieved despite the health crisis and
the resulting closures of bookshops in many countries.
The crisis demonstrated the extent to which books play
an essential role in the life of our citizens, opening
the doors to new knowledge and offering a way of
decoding the world and its ideas, as well as providing
a means of escapism.
In 2020, a number of initiatives were launched in order
to promote the different viewpoints, life experiences
and journeys related in the books we publish, as well as
their accessibility to wider audiences.
As a publisher, our aim remains unchanged: to discover,
publish and accompany authors in their diversity in order
to encourage people to want to read and give current
and future generations the freedom of thought.

www.hachette.com

Hachette Livre head office (Vanves, France).

“Encouraging people to want to read and giving current
and future generations the freedom of thought.”
Pierre Leroy
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THE LAGARDÈRE GROUP IN THE FACE OF THE HEALTH CRISIS

DAG RASMUSSEN
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer,
Lagardère Travel Retail

In the wake of the crisis, making CSR
the cornerstone of our durability
The shock of the global health crisis, which we are
continuing to face, has turned our fundamentals upside
down and forced us to think about how to build, alongside
our partners, a more sustainable and more responsible
future. In addition to consumers paying greater attention
to the safety and traceability of the products they buy,
companies’ civic responsibility towards their employees
and the communities within which they operate has
become a major factor in consumer choices. People no
longer expect a company just to generate a profit:
we expect them to have a mission.
Lagardère Travel Retail strives to fulfil this mission by
continually improving its offering and providing as much
transparency as possible, increasing the proportion of
local and ethical products and supporting communities
by means of donations and volunteering. We also do this
by taking as much care of our employees as possible,
by providing financial support for the most vulnerable,
offering flexible ways of working, and by means of
enhanced communication and transparency.

The ramp-up in these expectations in terms of
sustainable development can also be seen throughout
the travel retail ecosystem: licensors, brands and airlines.
Environmental and social responsibility are among our
main priorities and we are making a shared effort to
ensure that the upcoming recovery takes account of
these issues. In addition to our taking part – by means
of sales revenues – in investment by railway stations
and airports in more environmentally friendly
infrastructures, we are also involved in helping them
and brands with major projects such as reducing use
of plastic, recycling, optimising supply chains and
improving our energy efficiency.
Making CSR a priority is not about image; it is the
cornerstone of our commercial success and our durability.

www.lagardere-tr.com

Natoo outlet, Padova railway station (Italy).

“Making CSR a priority is not about image;
it is the cornerstone of our commercial success
and our durability.”
Dag Rasmussen
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THE LAGARDÈRE GROUP IN THE FACE OF THE HEALTH CRISIS

CONSTANCE BENQUÉ
Chief Executive Officer, Lagardère News

The story of a pandemic:
a powerful factor in driving transformation
After the shock, action prevailed in order to ensure the
continuity of our operations. What media company could
allow itself to fail in its mission? Each one of us, in our jobs
and in our lives, had to adapt and ensure that our media
continued to run, and to unite audiences around our two
duties of providing information and entertaining people.
And we were surprised to do things that we would not
have thought possible. Virgin Radio, perched 210 metres
high at the top of the Montparnasse Tower in Paris for

the Indochine concert. The 120 exclusive RFM videos
broadcast during the first lockdown. Europe 1 from
Matthieu Belliard’s garage and the first 100% remote radio
station, with no programme interruption. The launches of
Elle Brazil, Elle Kazakhstan, etc. The exceptional year for
Le Journal du Dimanche, with sales up 6% in terms of value
thanks to a four-fold increase in digital subscriptions.
Paris Match, voted magazine of the year (SEPM award)
and its series of reports on the heroes of the planet,
those adventurers who want to save the world, etc.
Our magazines and newspapers came out every week,
our radio stations broadcast their programmes every
day, our teams worked relentlessly, without a safety
net and without visibility as close as possible to the
people of France. This period has served as a powerful
driving force that attests to the meaning of what we do,
the role of our media in providing accurate and high
quality information, entertaining people and above

“This period has served
as a powerful driving
force that attests to the
meaning of what we do and
the role of our media.”
Constance Benqué
all maintaining a sense of connection when isolation
becomes too much.
Although it is commonly said that every crisis creates
opportunities, this one has clearly stepped up the
rate of our transformation. It is a real paradox that the
world grinding to a halt has made us take more action,
transforming the ways we work with widespread working
from home, digital transformation of our media to
embrace ever-changing uses, and rapid transformation
to implement the structural reforms that will determine
our future positioning thanks to the deployment and
steering of an ambitious and realistic CSR strategy.

www.lagardere.com
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PRIORITY 1: ENSURING ETHICAL AND RESPONSIBLE CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Priority 1
Ensuring ethical and responsible
corporate governance
Aware of the specific responsibility that its CSR
commitments entail, the Lagardère group has made
ethical corporate governance one of its main priorities.
This is based on respecting internal or external French,
European or international rules in the form of charters,
codes, guidelines, standards, regulations and laws.
These include the non-restrictive framework of
the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
developed in 2015 by the United Nations, which is
being gradually established among businesses
as a universal CSR framework. The SDGs, which follow
on from the 10 principles of the Global Compact,
of which Lagardère became a signatory in 2003, cover
all essential sustainable development issues between
now and 2030, from “zero hunger” to peace, as well as
reducing inequality, combating climate change,
gender equality and high quality education.
A number of the goals are highly relevant to the Group’s
activities and make it possible to identify the civic role
that Lagardère intends to play on the global stage in
the years to come.
The Lagardère group is also committed to respecting
all its compliance obligations, particularly in three
major areas.
That of duty of care, by rolling out each year the plan
based on the French law relating to duty of care for
parent companies and ordering companies. Initiated
by means of mapping the risks of its value chain in 2017,
the plan included at the end of 2020 the provision of an
ethics reporting line on its website for all stakeholders,
the operation of which is explained in the Code of Ethics
updated in 2020.
That of personal data protection, for which the Group
took action with the close support of the Managing
Partners to comply with the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) in 2018. The creation of a steering
committee with divisions under the responsibility
of the DPO (Data Protection Officer at the level of the
Managing Partners), as well as the creation of
a network of officers within the Group’s divisions have
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allowed in particular for the validation of various tools,
methods and policies to identify the processing,
legal framework and technical protection
of personal data.
That of combating corruption and respecting
international economic sanctions, for which the Group
has also adopted procedures as well as training and
awareness-raising programmes at all levels of hierarchy
among the most exposed groups.

17

the
Sustainable
Development Goals
for 2030

are being gradually established among
businesses as a universal CSR framework.

PRIORITY 1: ENSURING ETHICAL AND RESPONSIBLE CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

A Code of Ethics promoting the company’s values
and culture
JÉRÔME SÉMIK

QUENTIN SOAVI

Head of Risk
Management,
Compliance and
Internal Control,
Lagardère group

Deputy General
Counsel,
Lagardère group

For many years, the Lagardère group has endeavoured
to respect and promote rigorous business ethics. This
is one of the key aspects of its values and its corporate
culture. In 1994, it drew up a Code of Conduct that sets
out the main principles and the general framework for
all activities undertaken by the men and women at
the Group.

terms of business ethics, communicating publicly on the
existence of the Ethics Line reporting platform.
Rolled out in 2020, this platform can be accessed by
all the Group’s stakeholders from a dedicated website
(http://ethicsline.lagardere.com/). It can be used to
report confidentially any unlawful or unethical behaviour
observed within the framework of the Group’s activities.
The creation of Ethics Line reflects Lagardère’s desire
to encourage a culture of responsibility by offering its
stakeholders – in particular its employees – an easy and
safe way of reporting information.

This Code is updated regularly in order to take account
of changes within the Group and the world around it,
and thereby respond to new requirements in conducting
its operations. The Code underwent an in-depth review
in 2020. Now the Code of Ethics, it is more accessible
and reasserts in particular Lagardère’s commitment in

www.lagardere.com

MESSAGE FROM THIERRY FUNCK-BRENTANO

MESSAGE FROM
THIERRY FUNCK-BRENTANO
Dear Colleague,

CODE OF
ETHICS

2020

You will find below the new, revised and updated version of the Lagardère
group Code of Ethics, which sets out the fundamental principles that must
be applied in our business activities.
The Code was first published in 1994, laying down the main principles and
overall framework governing the activities carried out by the women and
men working for the Group. It is primarily based on the Group’s compliance
with the international principles and laws governing its businesses.
Not only a list of restrictions, the Code is also designed as a guide and
decision-making tool. It is in no way intended to replace the national and
international rules applicable in the countries in which the Group operates,
but to complement them.
The Code represents a minimum standard that must be applied in all
Group entities. However, these entities are at liberty to add other rules or
principles of conduct that are more detailed and/or more suited to their line
of business or to the specific regulatory, ethical and business environment
in the countries in which they operate. These rules must not run counter
to the Group Code of Ethics. In the event of a contradiction, the strictest
rules prevail.
This Code is updated regularly to take account of changes within the Group
and in its operating environment, and to address new requirements that
affect how we conduct our business. I therefore ask you to read this revised
Group Code of Ethics and make it your own.

I hope the Code makes interesting and fruitful reading.

Thierry Funck-Brentano
Co-Managing Partner, Lagardère SCA
Chief Human Relations, Communications
and Sustainable Development Officer

LAGARDÈRE GROUP CODE OF ETHICS – 2020
3

The Ethics Line
platform

can be accessed by all the
Group’s stakeholders from
a dedicated website.
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PRIORITY 1: ENSURING ETHICAL AND RESPONSIBLE CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

A Supervisory Board increasingly involved
in CSR issues
PIERRE LEROY
Co-Managing Partner, Lagardère group*

The Supervisory Board’s growing interest in CSR issues
goes hand in hand with citizens’ growing expectations
of companies, as well as more stringent regulatory
constraints on companies in terms of corporate
social responsibility.
This level of vigilance, which is reflected initially by regular
yearly dialogue between the Sustainable Development
and CSR Department and the Appointments,
Remuneration and Governance Committee, now the
Appointments, Remuneration and CSR Committee, was
stepped up in 2020. Several meetings were organised
with the Committee and the Supervisory Board, allowing
for the sovereign importance the Lagardère group now
wishes to attach to CSR issues to be taken into account.

These meetings gave the Board the opportunity to
reiterate that although the company is a place of passing
on information, training and integration, it should also be
a place that performs a role within society encompassing
everything that it consists of (environment, culture, health,
diversity, etc.).
Within the framework of setting out its roadmap, the
Sustainable Development and CSR Department talked
to members of the Board about its proposed scorecard
based on a dozen or so CSR indicators and intended
to support the steering of strategic objectives over the
long term. This structural project will make it possible to
reinforce dialogue with all the Group’s stakeholders.

www.lagardere.com

“The Board’s
vigilance with
regard to CSR
issues was
stepped up
in 2020.”
Pierre Leroy
2020 General Meeting (Paris, France).

* And Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Hachette Livre since April 2021.
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PRIORITY 1: ENSURING ETHICAL AND RESPONSIBLE CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Circular economy on the agenda
for our stakeholder panel
THIERRY FUNCK‑BRENTANO
Co-Managing Partner, Lagardère, group
Chief Human Relations, Communications and Sustainable
Development Officer, Lagardère group

Dialogue with the stakeholder panel has been useful for
the Lagardère group’s review of CSR issues since it was
set up in 2015 and this was particularly true during the
unprecedented situation of 2020.
After the first lockdown, the Group’s LL Network launched
a consultation of its members on the post-pandemic
world. This survey gave rise to a number of points that
were shared during the meeting with the panel in
September 2020.

Members of
the stakeholder panel

First of all, growing awareness of climate and
environmental concerns, as well as the desire to
pursue responsible consumer practices (short circuits,
new means of transportation, etc.) trialled during the
period. And also the desire for information and greater
commitment from their company as regards all the CSR
issues relating to it.

Anne de Béthencourt

Director of Integral Vision,
member of the French Economic,
Social and Environmental Council

Noëlle Genaivre

Board Secretary, Group
Employees’ Committee and
European Works Committee,
Lagardère group

Agathe Bousquet

President of Publicis
Groupe in France

Laetitia Grail

Co-founder of myBlee Math
founder of LGM Digital

Michel Lévy‑Provençal
Founder, TEDx Paris

The topic on the agenda for this meeting with the panel
of the circular economy also allowed for discussion
about the expectations expressed by employees.

After the presentation by Anne de Béthencourt (member
of the panel and expert in this area) of the various
aspects of this subject – particularly regulatory issues
with the French law against waste and for a circular
economy – the panel was able to discuss with Lagardère
Travel Retail’s CSR Director the circular economy projects
launched within the framework of the division’s PEPS
(Planet, Ethics, People, Social) strategy.
The cross-expertise of the members of the panel was
once again extremely valuable in helping the Group to
advance in its environmental considerations, which have
become an essential component of its CSR strategy.

www.lagardere.com

Philippe Charbit

Head of the French
newsstand project
at Presstalis

Hervé Guez

Nathalie Dechy

Former professional tennis
player, member of the Sport
et Citoyenneté thinktank

Stéphane Jitiaux

Head of Responsible
Investment Research
and Equities and Fixed
Income, Mirova

Chairman/CEO of Cojean

Bernard Ourghanlian

Jean‑Christophe Perruchot

Chief Technology and
Security Officer, Microsoft

Roxana Family

Chair and Director of Master
in Law and Business Ethics,
Executive Vice President
in charge of international
development, University
of Cergy-Pontoise

Chantal Jouanno

President of the French
National Commission
for Public Debate

Chairman of retail fit-out
specialist STAL Industrie
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Priority 2
Placing people at the heart
of the Group’s strategy
More than ever during these long months of the health,
economic and social crisis, people have been put at the
centre of the Lagardère group’s strategy. In addition to its
immediate attention to the health, safety and protection
of its staff, the Group has ensured that employee support
measures have been adopted in every country in which it
operates in accordance with local support mechanisms.
Dialogue with the various employee representative bodies
has been particularly concerned with these various
measures to support the most vulnerable and allowing
people to work from home wherever possible.
Lagardère has long believed that the increased diversity of
its human resources enhances its business performance
and in 2020 it continued with its training and awareness
measures on the basis of the three core principles of
combating stereotypes, gender equality and providing
a place for disabled workers. This applied at the level
of the Group, which – as it does each year in France –
organised training of managers selected by the divisions in
managing diversity, as well as at the level of its international
subsidiaries. In the United Kingdom, for example, the
Changing the Story programme initiated by Hachette UK
in 2017 allowed for initiatives to be launched via its THRIVE

internal network. In the United States, where the Black Lives
Matter movement triggered widespread awareness in
2020, initiatives were also organised such as at Paradies
Lagardère with the creation of a Diversity & Inclusive
Committee offering, among other initiatives for 2021,
training and awareness-raising programmes on biases
and stereotypes. Commitment to diversity and inclusion
was also promoted by Lagardère News’ media publications,
such as the Elle International network, which got 33 editions
of Elle magazine around the world to sign up to its diversity
and inclusion charter. The priority given to raising awareness
about diversity is also reflected by an indicator in the CSR
strategic scorecard to be finalised by the Group in 2021.
In terms of equality between men and women – which is
also one of the Group’s priority commitments – Lagardère
wanted to give greater depth in France to the dimension
of combating everyday sexism in the workplace within the
framework of its involvement in the #StOpE intercompany
initiative. Having trained all its “workplace and employee
sexism correspondents” in 2020, Lagardère devised for its
other employees a tool to raise awareness about this matter,
which will be made available to the whole Group in 2021.

92/100
Average

(weighted for the number
of employees) professional equality
score for Lagardère entities in France.
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Experience of working from home hugely promising
for employees and how we organise ourselves
CHRISTIAN GUET
Deputy Human Relations Director,
Lagardère group

When the lockdown restrictions gradually came into
effect in all regions in which we operate, our entities
organised themselves to minimise the risks for our
employees and allow our operations to continue.
With working from home no longer just an option or a
simple step forward for employees, each entity launched
initiatives to limit isolation among those working
from home.
At the end of this period, feedback was collected
in order to identify the effects of working from home
on our organisational structures and the commitment
of our employees.
In addition to sometimes difficult situations,
the initial benefits perceived in terms of quality of life
for employees and agility for organisational structures
have created expectations.
This experience will inevitably impact how we organise
ourselves and we still have to find a way of achieving
a balance between face-to-face working and working
from home.
Our entities are looking into how carefully thought out
and organised procedures for working from home can be
implemented on a longer-term basis in order to serve the
interests of both businesses and employees.

Hachette Livre employee
(Vanves, France).

“We will have to find a
way of achieving a balance
between face-to-face
working and working
from home.”
Christian Guet

These reviews will prompt us to make changes in terms
of physical workplaces, means of management based
on trust and consistency across the company as whole
between employees potentially working from home and
those who are unable to do so.
And of course, not forgetting the many employees who
can only work on site in our stores, distribution centres, etc.

www.lagardere.com
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Hachette UK’s Changing the Story programme was very
active with its internal THRIVE network in 2020
EBYAN EGAL

JOELYN ROLSTON‑ESDELLE

Co-chair, THRIVE
(Hachette UK)

Co-chair, THRIVE
(Hachette UK)

Protests around the world to support the Black Lives Matter
movement, as well as a number of reports stating that
BAME (Black, Asian and minority ethnic) minorities have
been particularly hard hit by the Covid-19 pandemic,
have accentuated awareness about the inequalities
experienced by people of colour. The THRIVE internal
network has seen this reflected in its numbers:
the number of members of the network increased
by 10% in six months and the informal monthly
meetings organised by THRIVE welcomed more people
representative of all levels and areas of Hachette UK.
In September 2020, THRIVE launched Grow Your Story,
a coaching programme for fiction writers from BAME
communities without a literary agent. In the space of
10 days, the network received more than 160 manuscripts
from all over the United Kingdom. The programme is
supported by literary agency David Higham Associates,
arts agency Spread the Word and The Future Bookshelf.
The contribution and enthusiasm of Hachette UK’s
publishers, as well as that of writers and everyone
involved in the project, ensured that Grow Your Story
was a success.

160

manuscripts

As of 2021, THRIVE will organise workshops and mentoring
sessions to support the 10 authors selected within the
framework of this programme to give them every chance
of seeing their works published. While the pandemic
and working from home have changed our sense of
togetherness, THRIVE has managed to maintain a strong
connection with its members: the THRIVEing@Home
series on social media, the Grow Your Story programme
and events for Black History Month helped to bring to life
the spirit of togetherness and the mission of the network.

www.hachette.co.uk

from all over the United Kingdom received to take part
in the Grow Your Story programme.
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Paradies Lagardère makes a commitment
to diversity and inclusion
NIKKI HARLAND
President of the Retail Division,
Paradies Lagardère

Paradies Lagardère’s
Diversity and Inclusion
Committee
focuses on three main areas: market,
place of work and employees.

Diversity and inclusion have always been fundamental
to Paradies Lagardère. In order to increase employee
commitment in this regard and step up our rate of
progress, we have launched a strategy centred around
diversity and inclusion.
In 2020, the United States experienced a wave of protests
in reaction to the death of George Floyd. These events
further reinforced our desire to become a more inclusive
company and to make this a priority.
Centred around three main areas of focus (market, place
of work and employees), Paradies Lagardère has adopted
concrete initiatives to implement this strategy:
• creation of a Diversity and Inclusion Committee,
bringing together leaders of the company in order to
define and implement the targets set. Its members
are passionate about the subject and want to make a
personal contribution to our progress;
• introduction of a dedicated session on diversity and
inclusion in our annual management seminar and
launch in 2021 of a dedicated training programme on
unconscious biases;

As part of its commitment to supporting diversity
and inclusion, Paradies Lagardère donates $1 to the National
Center for Civil and Human Rights for each Unity t-shirt sold
at its stores in the United States.

• publication in the first half of 2021 of a Diversity and
Inclusion report comprising all quantitative HR diversity
indicators in order to measure the improvement made.
We still have some way to go but I am proud of the
commitment made by Paradies Lagardère and our desire
to push the boundaries.

www.paradieslagardere.com
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Professional equality
and combating sexism in action
In 2020, the Lagardère
group continued to
count a very large
majority of women
was one of the
among its employees,
“Top 50 Employers
making up 65% of the
for Women” in UK
total workforce, 57% of
daily newspaper
managers and 51% of
The Times in 2020
executives. Although
and 2021.
it pays particular
attention to the
balanced representation of men and women among
its managers and in positions of responsibility – which
in 2021 will be reflected by the addition of a dedicated
indicator in the Group’s CSR scorecard – the Lagardère
group has long taken various measures for all its
employees, such as:

Hachette UK

• training and raising the awareness of all those involved
in recruitment in the importance of diversity and biases
relating to stereotypes;

• monitoring of the employee equality policy;
• preparation of succession plans factoring in a better
gender balance as part of the talent review process.
This commitment to professional equality is also
underpinned by the Group’s adhesion to the UN’s
Women’s Empowerment Principles on an international
scale and the #StOpE initiative against everyday sexism
in the workplace in France. It is within the framework
of this commitment that Lagardère continued with
its efforts to raise awareness and train employees
throughout 2020 in France, extending to its “company
and employee sexism correspondents” the training
taken by all human resources managers in 2019. With the
support of Laurent Depond, professional equality expert
and trainer, Lagardère also devised an interactive tool
to raise awareness among all its employees. Hachette
Livre France also set up a web application for employees
to raise awareness in partnership with start-up
Meandyoutoo.

• regular management communications on diversity;
• the efforts of the LL Network, in particular its internal
mentoring programme;

Excerpts from interactive tool to raise awareness about combating sexism designed by Lagardère and Laurent Depond.
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Gender balance one of the priorities
for Lagardère Travel Retail Italia
VELIA BERARDI

SILVIA PICCOLO

Operations
Vice-President Duty Free & Luxury,
Lagardère Travel
Retail Italia

Human Resources
Development
Manager, Lagardère
Travel Retail Italia

What are the main advantages of a balanced
management team?

What measures have been taken to promote
gender balance?

Velia Berardi : “Diversity encourages differentiation,
creativity and profitability. Our management team
reflects society and, as Travel Retail operators, we need
to embody its diversity. A balanced team is in the best
position to respond to the expectations of a society that
is diverse itself, identify new opportunities and ensure
greater profitability. The more diverse an organisation is,
the better it is able to perform. As an employer, we need
to promote this investment in diversity: it is a factor in our
commitment and growth.”

Silvia Piccolo : “In 2020, we achieved an almost equal
balance within our Executive Committee with 46% women
and 54% men. Representation of women in management
positions is also high at head office (39%) and on an
operational level (67%). We recently entered into an
agreement with our employees in order to encourage a
work-life balance and combat violence in the workplace.
This agreement supports parental leave, part-time
working after having a child and paid leave for adopting
or caring for a dependent. We also offer free legal
assistance for victims of violence or harassment.”

www.lagardere‑tr.it

46

%

With
women and
54% men,

Lagardère
Travel Retail
Italia’s Executive
Committee is almost
equally balanced.

Aelia Duty Free employees, Palermo airport (Italy).
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LL Network highly active during
a time of crisis
The health crisis did not prevent the LL Network from
growing in 2020, and on 31 December it still had just over
500 members, one quarter of whom are men, despite the
disposal of some of the Group’s operations.
The Group’s internal network for promoting gender
balance, launched in 2017, is intended for all employees in
France and supports Lagardère’s commitment to various
causes relating to women (signing up to the Women’s
Empowerment Principles, partnership with Digital Ladies
& Allies, commitment to the #StOpE initiative against
everyday sexism in the workplace). The LL Network, which
also aims to encourage constructive exchanges between
business lines, also aims to help to attract and retain talent.
At the time of the first lockdown in spring 2020, the
LL Network served as the link between members having
to work from home, whom it supported by means of
bi-weekly letters providing advice and various information.
After the first lockdown, the LL Network also resumed
some of its workshops in virtual format, in particular the
workshop on speaking while wearing a facemask.

Aware of the
impact of the
health and social
crisis on each
served as the link
of its members,
between its members
the LL Network
during lockdown.
also chose to
ask them, after
the first lockdown, about their experience during the
crisis and what they think the post-pandemic world will
look like. The results of the survey – which highlighted in
particular the growing interest in climate issues and CSR,
as well as the desire for better sharing of information and

The LL Network

commitment by the company regarding these matters
– resulted in the creation of a sustainable development
and CSR academy a few months later. This initiative
has enabled the LL Network to expand its objectives
beyond improving gender balance and helping women
into positions of responsibility, in addition to educating
employees in CSR.

Launch of the LL Network’s bi-weekly newsletter in spring 2020 during the first lockdown in France.
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A sustainable development
and CSR academy for employees
MANON RAYNAL
CSR officer,
Lagardère group

The LL Network’s internal survey of its members on the
post-pandemic world conducted after the first lockdown
confirmed the need for employee information and
commitment in terms of CSR.
It is in response to this that the LL Network launched a
sustainable development and CSR academy with three
main objectives:
• to enhance employees’ knowledge of the major
sustainable development and CSR issues
(climate, biodiversity, circular economy, diversity,
gender balance, etc.);
• to provide information about the actions taken by the
Group and its business divisions to address these issues;
• to enable employees to make a personal commitment
on a day-to-day basis in their job and/or personal life.

Supported by an environment and ecological transition
expert, the monthly videoconference sessions generally
feature the Group managers in charge day-to-day of the
issue being discussed during the session. A number of
topics connected with CSR issues specific to Lagardère
have been discussed since the academy was launched
in October 2020: the social and environmental impact
of digital technology, the impact of advertising on
ecological transition, environmental responsibility in
relation to food and our foodservice operations, and
professional equality and combating sexism.
As they are held virtually, the sessions are recorded and
available to replay on the Group’s intranet site, making
them accessible to all employees.

www.lagardere.com

1. Pensez-vous que la question du sens, et plus
globalement les sujets de RSE vont prendre plus
d’importance qu’avant :

4%
24%

Pas du tout
Oui tout à fait

72%
Ni plus ni moins qu’avant

72

% of respondents

to the internal survey conducted by the LL Network
think that the issue of meaning and, more generally, CSR issues, will become
more important than before.
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Priority 3
Limiting the environmental impact
of products and services
Limiting the environmental impact of products and
services was more central than ever to people’s
expectations in 2020 and the Lagardère group continued
with its effort to address this.
At Lagardère Travel Retail, these expectations concern
primarily product safety and traceability, as well as
preventing food waste and use of single-use plastics.
This was reflected primarily in 2020 by improvement in
the offering, providing as much transparency as possible
and increasing the proportion of local and ethical
products. In Foodservice, Lagardère Travel Retail France
wanted to significantly increase its foodservice offering
dedicated to local and organic products on the basis of a
sustainable development approach or with certification.
The division also decided in 2019 to ban the buying
of single-use plastic consumables in its proprietary
foodservice brands around the world. This initiative was
implemented in Europe in 2020 and will be pursued in
other regions in 2021.
Lagardère Publishing maintains its commitment to
responsible management of paper associated with
its publishing activities and also took action in 2020 on
the issue of reducing plastic use. Hachette Livre France
mapped out in detail the various materials used across

98

% of paper

all its book production and distribution chains, in order
to be able to focus in 2021 on devising an action plan to
reduce its use of plastics.
Furthermore, in addition to controlling the energy
efficiency of its various buildings, the Group’s
consolidated carbon footprint, in the process of being
assessed in 2021, will allow it to identify ways of cutting
greenhouse gas emissions that can be implemented
within the various activities concerned.
Lastly, the drive to raise awareness about environmental
responsibility continued in 2020 across all the Group’s
media publications. For example, via its Elle International
network, 40 editions of Elle magazine worldwide
published a “Green” issue to celebrate the fiftieth
anniversary of Earth Day, while Paris Match, voted
magazine of the year by SEPM, published a series of
reports on heroes of the planet.
This mission to raise awareness also involved the Group’s
employees by means of various internal initiatives, such
as the creation of a sustainable development and CSR
academy, and the commitment by staff at Lagardère
Travel Retail France to plant 350 trees in order to offset
the carbon footprint of their travel.

bought and supplied in 2020 is certified and/or recycled.
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Heading for the end of single-use plastic
consumables at Lagardère Travel Retail
foodservice outlets
MÉLANIE GUILLDOU
Executive Vice-President Foodservice
and CSR, Lagardère Travel Retail

“Lagardère Travel
Retail decided to stop
using single-use plastic
consumables for food
products made by its
proprietary foodservice
brands around the world.”
Mélanie Guilldou

In late 2019, Lagardère Travel Retail decided to stop using
single-use plastic consumables for food products made
by its proprietary foodservice brands around the world.
This initiative, which forms part of our CSR strategy,
was implemented in July 2020 in Europe and as of
January 2021 in the United States, Asia-Pacific, Africa and
the Middle East. These markets now no longer order any
single-use plastic consumables.
It was possible to introduce this major change thanks
to the swift action of departments and countries in
identifying the products and suppliers meeting these new
specifications and preparing for this transition.
In addition to this approach, we have completely revised
the way we use plastic consumables in order to cut back
on their use and optimise the impact of our commitment
in this regard. For example, complete plastic cutlery sets
are not provided if they are not needed to consume the
products bought, and lids are no longer automatically
put on cups but instead offered to customers.
This approach also reflects consumers’ growing
awareness of this issue and we are working with our
licensors (airports and railway stations) to step up sorting
and recycling in order to make our overall ecosystem
more environmentally friendly.

www.lagardere‑tr.com

So! Coffee outlet, Poznań airport (Poland).
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Responsible management
of the paper cycle
From supply to production and ending with the
management of returns, the Lagardère group works with
all its trade partners involved at every stage of paper
cycle management.
Over the years, initiatives to ensure traceability and
monitor the paper grades purchased by printers have
significantly reduced the proportion of untraceable
fibres used in publications and/or ensured that no fibres
resulting from deforestation activities are used.
Since 2016, a dual verification programme for fibres from
Asia has been launched, initially in the United States
and then extended to all entities in France, the United
Kingdom and Spain.
Optimising paper consumption is also a central concern.
Lagardère Publishing has adopted a number of initiatives
to limit paper wastage during the production process.
Adjusting the format of publications is another way of
optimising book production.

Print-on-demand technology has also helped to
reduce paper consumption, while limiting greenhouse
gas emissions linked to production, storage and
transportation. This technology is currently being rolled
out in France, the United States and the United Kingdom,
and the catalogue of available works was extended
further in 2020.
With regard to the circular economy (waste prevention
and recycling), managing unsold material represents
one of the biggest environmental priorities for the
Lagardère group. At Lagardère Publishing, unsold copies
of books are either stored or pulped. To address this issue,
the division is gradually rolling out automatic reprinting
tools that will eventually enable publishers to have the
right number of books in stock at all times.

Purchasing/
procurement

Production/manufacturing/
distribution

ISO 14001 certification
for paper manufacturers

ISO 14001 certification
for printers

Delivery
to point of sale

Use and
end of life

The paper cycle

PEFC and/or FSC chain‑of‑custody certification for paper (award of a certificate number)
Certified forests

Limiting
the wastage rate(1)

Production
of paper pulp
and/or rolls
of paper

Recycled paper

Printing books,
magazines and
newspapers

Optimising
paper weight

Optimising
formats

(1) Wastage rate: the percentage of paper lost during the manufacturing process.
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Hachette Livre takes action
to control its plastic use
GAËTAN RUFFAULT
Senior Vice-President, Human Resources
and Environmental Responsibility, Hachette Livre

Driven by the desire to improve its environmental impact,
Hachette Livre has made an active commitment in
this regard for a number of years by rolling out several
concrete measures such as calculating its carbon
footprint, purchasing certified and recycled paper and
even environmental labelling of its publications. These
measures will remain a central part of our CSR strategy
over the years ahead.
However, we want to go even further by extending our
environmental concerns to analysing use of plastic. The
aim is to analyse precisely our plastic use within our
production and distribution chains. Throughout the second
half of 2020, with the help of a consulting firm and our
staff, we mapped out the different types of materials and
volumes of plastic materials we use in the product itself
(sleeve, lamination or protection of the book or case, etc.)
and in logistics (pallet securing film, packaging, etc.).
Looking at the crossover between materials and uses
enabled us to evaluate and analyse our uses and
calculate our plastic use across the scope of Hachette
Livre France. A comparable study is also being carried out
in the Partworks business, taking account of the specific
characteristics of this activity.

“Looking at the crossover
between materials
and uses enabled us to
evaluate and analyse our
uses and calculate our
plastic use across the
scope of Hachette Livre
France.”
Gaëtan Ruffault
The first half of 2021 will be dedicated to drawing up
an action plan centred around the main priorities of
substitutability, eco-design, responsible procurement and
adapting our manufacturing processes in order to reduce
our plastic use over the years to come while adapting our
use to the necessary amount.

www.hachette.com

Hachette Livre national distribution centre
(Maurepas, France).
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Priority 4
Sharing the social and cultural
diversity of activities
Sharing social and
cultural diversity means
disseminating to as many
people as possible – thanks
to the commitment of
our teams, the wealth
of our content and the
Group’s various charitable
partnerships – support for
education, inclusion, culture
and liberty, which form the
basis of our society.
During this unprecedented
year of the pandemic and
the multiple collateral effects,
the civic aspect of our social duties became particularly
important within each of our activities. Our support for
those hardest hit by the crisis took on a specific form in
each of our business lines in the various regions in which
the Group operates.

In addition to these initiatives relating specifically to the
health crisis and despite the restrictions resulting from
the pandemic, a number of existing partnerships within
the Group continued, such as Hachette Book Group’s
Read Ahead mentoring programme for young students
in New York, and Lagardère Travel Retail France’s Raise
Sherpas campaign to support young start-ups during
their development.
Lastly, numerous initiatives were rolled out in various
areas in 2020, in terms of accessibility to education
and knowledge, defending freedom of expression,
promoting cultural diversity and encouraging people
to read. These initiatives enabled Paris Match to win the
“magazine of the year” and “best survey” awards in the
2020 Relay Magazines Awards.

At Hachette Livre, this was expressed through multiple
donations of books to schools, charities and care workers.
Hachette Book Group donated more than 90,000 books
to around 100 charities in the United States and Canada.
Meanwhile, Hachette UK set up a dedicated website for
care workers allowing them to download 20,000 books for
free during the first lockdown in the United Kingdom.
The teams at Lagardère Travel Retail donated food in
a number of regions to help the vulnerable and care
workers. At a number of sites all over France, these
efforts allowed for donations to be made to the Secours
Populaire, Assistance Publique - Hôpitaux de Paris, food
banks and fire departments, among others.

20,000

Paris Match won the “best survey” award for its report entitled
Afghanistan: the revenge of the Taliban, in the 2020 Relay
Magazines Awards.

Hachette UK E-BOOKS

were downloaded for free by care workers during the first lockdown
in the United Kingdom.
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Solidarity and combating food waste alongside
start-up Phenix
PHILIPPE VEILLON
Strategy and Development Director,
Lagardère Travel Retail France

Following the health crisis and the decline in store footfall
at railway stations and airports, the Lagardère Travel
Retail France warehouse in Marly-la-Ville had a high level
of stock of unsold food products.
In order to avoid wasting this food and use it to help
charities supporting people in need, Lagardère Travel
Retail France – via Jean‑Claude Fèvre (Director of the
warehouse) – developed a partnership with Phenix, a
social enterprise that collects unsold products to be
distributed throughout France.
As a result, 13 charities in the Paris region, including La Mie
de Pain, Banlieues Santé and Fondation de l’Armée du
Salut, received the equivalent of €242,000 of products in
the second half of 2020. In terms of reducing waste, this
is the equivalent of 160,000 meals saved or 81 tonnes of
waste avoided.
The initiative was supported by French ministers
Jean-Michel Blanquer and Olivia Grégoire, who visited
the warehouse in December 2020 while the last unsold

“In terms of reducing
waste, this is the
equivalent of 160,000 meals
saved or 81 tonnes
of waste avoided.”
Philippe Veillon
items were distributed to the charities before the
Christmas period. “The donations received allowed
families in difficulty to have access to high quality food
products,” commented Abdelaali El Badaoui, President
and Founder of Banlieues Santé, who was also present
during the visit.

www.lagardere‑tr.fr

Visit by Jean-Michel Blanquer (French Minister of National Education, Youth and Sport)
and Olivia Grégoire (Minister of State for the Social, Solidarity and Responsible Economy)
during the distribution of last unsold foods to charities at the Lagardère Travel Retail
France warehouse on 18 December 2020 (Marly-la-Ville, France).
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Legacy Lit: a new publishing brand
for different voices
KRISHAN TROTMAN
Vice-President and Publisher, Legacy Lit

When I joined Hachette Books in 2016, I was interested in
publishing books that tackled issues such as social justice,
equality, fairness and inclusion. The books and authors
I’ve been lucky enough to publish include notably Maid

by Stephanie Land, The End of White Politics by Zerlina
Maxwell and Conversations in Black by Ed Gordon.

In 2020, the publishing world had to cope with growing
demand from readers for books expressing different
voices and the lack of diversity was highlighted.

Throughout my career, I’ve wanted to make progress in
the issue of diversity.
With the support of Michael Pietsch (Chief Executive
Officer of Hachette Book Group) and his teams, I was
able to go even further and create Legacy Lit, the first
publishing brand that will pay tribute to the experiences
and viewpoints of people of colour.
As of 2022, Legacy Lit will publish 12-15 titles each year,
covering a wide range of subjects: non-fiction, women’s
interest, current affairs, as well as fiction looking at
matters of social justice.
Our mission is to defend the books that give a voice to
authors, communities and subjects that up to now have
been marginalised or neglected. Legacy Lit will offer a
catalogue of innovative titles by taking an interest in
the work of all authors, as well as striving in particular
to highlight stories written by and for BIPOCs (Black,
Indigenous and People of Colour). Promoting diversity
also means offering every reader a new perspective and
new tales to sate their hunger for reading.

www.hachettebookgroup.com

“Legacy Lit, the first publishing brand that will pay
tribute to the experiences and viewpoints of people
of colour.”
Krishan Trotman
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Initiatives by the Grupo Anaya Education division
to support continuity of learning during lockdown
CARLOS MARCHENA GONZÁLEZ
Head of the Education division, Grupo Anaya

The Covid-19 pandemic constituted an unprecedented
shock for education systems and gave rise to many
challenges. One of these was adapting how we are
organised to cope with a completely new situation:
classes without students between March and
September 2020, as well as the need to digitise
teaching and learning methods in just a few days.
Grupo Anaya’s Education division launched several
initiatives to attenuate the “digital and emotional
divide” relating to lockdown, such as offering
free digital book licences, educational videos
and teaching materials in PDF format to teachers
and schools. The programme was then extended to
public administrations, the Ministry for Education
and regional education boards, with regional
television channels taking part in order to reach
vulnerable students.
Production of educational content for students
needing learning support was extended in order
to cope with increased demand in 2020. Ad hoc
material was developed to help to evaluate the
competences of secondary school students.
The idea was to enable teachers to adapt their lesson
plans to the actual level of the class and each student
at the start of the year.
Education professionals and the various government
bodies put their trust in us and allowed us to
collaborate with them during this exceptional situation.
This recognition confirms our duty as a leading
educational publishing group in Spain.

“Grupo Anaya’s Education
division launched several
initiatives free of charge
to attenuate the
‘digital and emotional
divide’ relating to
lockdown.”
Carlos Marchena González

www.grupoanaya.es
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The Jean-Luc Lagardère
Foundation’s commitment
to culture and diversity
In 2020, the Jean-Luc Lagardère Foundation, under
the aegis of the Fondation de France, confirmed its
position as a patron of young French-speaking creatives.
It awarded 11 grants to professionals aged under 30
(35 for certain grants) in the fields of writing, digital
technology, audiovisual media and music.
For the 31st consecutive year, it provided financial
support for those with ambitious and innovative plans,
as well as giving them the time needed to successfully
achieve their plans. These new talented professionals
join the 320 who have already received grants from
the Foundation
since 1990. Some of
these enjoyed great
success in 2020. Pianist
Laurent Coulondre
(Musician winner
2016) won his second
have been awarded
Victoire du Jazz prize
grants by the
in the Instrumental
Jean-Luc Lagardère
artist category.
Foundation
Alexandre Najjar
(Writer winner 1990)
since 1990.
was awarded the

332
recipients

Grand Prix de la Francophonie 2020 by the Académie
Française for his body of work. Lastly, Carole Scotta
(Film producer winner 1992) produced the series
No Man’s Land, watched by more than 2 million viewers
on the Arte.tv platform before being shown on
television channel Arte.
Because promoting cultural diversity remains central
to its aims, the Foundation also supports literary
meetings of the Institut du Monde Arabe and each year
awards the Arab Literature Prize, allowing for voices that
are not sufficiently supported to be heard. The 2020
award was won by Sudanese author Abdelaziz Baraka
Sakin for Les Jango (Éditions Zulma). In this novel,
which forced him into exile, the author explores the
Sudanese Revolution.
The Foundation also continued to support the Lire
pour en sortir association, which offers integration
programmes through reading in prisons. In 2020,
it set up a writing competition during the first lockdown
for people in prison on the theme of “The epidemic is
over, imagine what the world of tomorrow will be like”.
The jury, chaired by Leïla Slimani, gave awards
to three noteworthy compositions.

Jean-Luc Lagardère Foundation 2020 grant winners (France).
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Supporting others during lockdown
QUITERIE CAMUS
Deputy Director, Jean-Luc Lagardère Foundation

Since 2014, the Jean-Luc
Lagardère Foundation has
awarded Commitment grants
to charities supported by the
Group’s employees. A total of 18 charities have already
benefited from this support.
During this unusual year, paying tribute to the sense of
solidarity arising from the Covid-19 crisis and highlighting
the initiatives of those involved in charitable causes was
more important than ever. In 2020, two charities received
grants after a vote by Lagardère employees via the
Group’s intranet portal.

• NGO Mécénat Chirurgie Cardiaque, sponsored by
Laurence Lesbre (Lagardère Publishing), which pays for
care for children in Ivory Coast suffering from serious
heart defects waiting for an operation in France, once
the borders reopen.
During the ceremony, Alexandre Duval-Stalla, founder
of Lire Pour en Sortir, a charity supported by the
Foundation that helps people in prison to integrate
through reading, reiterated the essential role of helping
others during this period and the importance of reading
as a way of sharing.

www.fondation‑jeanluclagardere.com

On the occasion of a virtual meeting on Teams with the
LL Network, the grants were awarded to:
• Kannjawou, the sailing library, put forward by Manon
Guilbaud (Lagardère Publishing), which transports
mobile digital libraries created by Libraries Without
Borders to an isolated region of Senegal;

Kannjawou, the sailing library.

NGO Mécénat Chirurgie Cardiaque.

“Making a commitment means stepping out of your comfort
zone and finding another one where you’re not at ease.”
Manon Guilbaud, 2020 Commitment grants winner.
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TABLE OF INDICATORS

Table of indicators

Hachette Book Group employees during
Community Service Day (United States).

2020

2019

2018

51%

49%

49%

16,453

14,203

12,363

Percentage of paper (books and magazines) purchased and supplied
of certified origin and/or recycled

98%

97%

97%

Weight (in tCO2eq) of greenhouse gas emissions (Scope 1 and Scope 2)
worldwide per €m of revenue

18.1

16.3

-

Percentage of foodservice revenue in countries that made the shift
in late 2020 to environmentally responsible consumables within
Lagardère Travel Retail’s proprietary brands

65%

4%

NA

Percentage of women among the Group’s 600 executive managers

Number of audiobooks published by Hachette Livre

NB: comparative data from one year to the next are on a like-for-like basis. As such, for 2020, the data for fiscal 2019 and 2018 have been
recalculated using the scope of consolidation for the 2020 fiscal year as a reference.
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Publications
UNIVERSAL REGISTRATION DOCUMENT

CSR at LAGARDÈRE
IN 2020-2021 / GIVING MEANING

including the Annual Financial Report

2020-2021 MILESTONES

FISCAL YEAR 2020

Universal
Registration
Document

CSR at Lagardère
in 2020-2021

2020-2021
Milestones

Corporate Brochure

including
the Annual Financial Report
Fiscal Year 2020

These publications are also available in accessible format and in French.
www.lagardere.com

contacts
REGISTERED OFFICE
Lagardère SCA
4 rue de Presbourg
75116 Paris – France
Tel: +33 (0)1 40 69 16 00

CORPORATE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
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